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It is shown that surface electromagnetic waves exist in metals located in a weak magnetic field which 
is parallel to the interface. The wave spectrum is localized near the electron transition frequencies 
between various surface levels. The existence of an additional shift and of collisionless broadening of 
resonances on these levels is established. A quantum theory of surface waves is developed under the 
condition of specular reflection of electrons from the metal-vacuum boundary. The influence of aniso
tropy of the Fermi surface is investigated and it is shown that there are no surface waves near the 
local maxima of the transition frequencies as a function of Pz· These surface oscillations are electron 
eigenwaves in the Fermi gas of the conduction electrons. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NEAR the surface of a metal, the quantum states of 
the electrons in a magnetic field differ from the known 
Landau levels. These differences are due to collisions 
between the electrons and the surface of the sample. If 
the magnetic field H is parallel to the boundary and the 
scattering of the electrons is specular, then, owing to 
multiple reflection, the electrons drift along the inter
face in a direction perpendicular to the field H. Their 
motion along the normal to the boundary is then finite 
and periodic, and consequently can become quantized. 
Such quantum states are called magnetic surface levels. 
A special position among the surface electrons is occu
pied by the so-called "glancing" electrons, in which the 
center of the classical orbit is located outside the me
tal, at a distance approximately equal to the radius of 
the electron trajectory (Fig. 1). The period of the finite 
motion of the glancing electrons is much smaller than 
the cyclotron period, and therefore the frequency of the 
transitions between the different quantized states lies 
in the microwave band even in very weak magnetic 
fields, H ~ 1-10 Oe. The special role of the glancing 
electrons is connected with their significant influence 
on the high-frequency properties of the metals. The 
oscillations of the surface impedance of metals in weak 
fields, discovered by M. Kha'ikinuJ in 1960, is resonant 
absorption of the external electromagnetic wave in tran
sitions between discrete levels of glancing electrons. 
Such an explanation of the impedance oscillations was 
first given by Nee and Prange[2 J. The possibility of 
such a treatment of the oscillations is based on the fact 
that the attenuation of the surface states is a result of 
collisions between electrons and the rough boundary of 
the sample should be small compared with the distance 
between levels. In other words, the electron reflection 
should be close to specular. For glancing electrons, the 
reflection coefficient from a rough surface is close to 
unity, even if the scattering of all the remaining surface 
electrons is diffuse. This statement is based on the fact 
that in the case of glancing incidence the effective 
''wavelength'' of the electron 1/kx is much larger than 
the average height of the roughness. The attenuation of 
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the surface states was investigated in detail in a paper 
by Fuks and the authors[sJ. 

Impedance oscillations in weak fields were observed 
by M. Kha'ikin in tin, indium, and cadmium [1 J and also 
in bismuth [4 J, and by Fawcett and Walsh [SJ and 
Herrmann[eJ in tungsten. Very detailed experimental 
investigations of these effects were carried out by Koch 
and his co-workers in tin, indium, and aluminum [?J, 
copper, gallium [BJ , and bismuth [9 J . The nonmonotonic 
change of the impedance of potassium in weak fields at 
radio frequencies was described by Gantmakher, 
Fal'kovskil', and Tso1 [1oJ . 

The discussed effect is actually cyclotron resonance 
on the magnetic surface levels. The usual cyclotron 
resonanceu1J, due to the transitions between the Landau 
levels of the volume electrons, occurs in a strong mag
netic field at frequencies that are multiples of the cyclo
tron frequency n. Since the quantum levels of the glanc
ing electrons are not equidistant, the oscillations in 
weak fields have no periodicity in the reciprocal mag
netic field and are the result of a superposition of dif
ferent resonance series. It must be emphasized that 
this phenomenon, like any other resonance, is a collec
tive effect. 

It was established in recent years that collective os
cillations, namely weakly damped electromagnetic 
waves, exist in the vicinity of resonances of various 
types [12J. By way of an example we can point to cyclo
tron waves[13 ' 14J near cyclotron resonances, sRin waves 
in alkali metals near paramagnetic resonance 15 ' 16J, 
quantum waves near giant quantum oscillations of 
Landau damping[17 ' 18J, etc. The collective character of 
the resonances in weak fields gives grounds for assum
ing that electromagnetic waves should exist near the 
transition frequencies between the magnetic surface 
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levels. Since the considered quantum states are local
ized near the surface of the metal, the corresponding 
waves should be surface waves. 

In this paper we present a theoretical investigation 
of the possible existence of surface electromagnetic 
waves in metals. It is shown that such waves indeed 
exist if the electron mean free path l is sufficiently 
large. We determine the spectrum and the damping of 
the surface oscillations, and also investigate the influ
ence of the anisotropy of the electron dispersion law on 
the properties of the surface waves. A preliminary re
port of this investigation was published earlier lt9J. 

2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

Let a metal be placed in a constant and homogeneous 
magnetic field H parallel to its surface. We direct the 
x axis along the inward normal to the metal-vacuum 
interface and the z axis parallel to the vector H (Fig. 1). 
Since the glancing electrons drift along the surface in 
the direction of the y axis, we seek a surface H-wave in 
which only the component of the electric field differs 
from zero. Inside the metal (x > 0) we have 

Eu(:t, z, t) = E(x) exp [i(qz- (J)t) ], 

and in the vacuum (x < 0) 

(2.1) 

Eu(.x, z, t)=E(O)exp[xx+iqz-i(J)t]. (2.2) 

From Maxwell's equations in vacuum it follows that 

y.=(q2-(J)2fc'-)'''• (2.3) 

where c is the velocity of light. The nonzero components 
of the alternating magnetic field are 

<~l c aE~ 
H, =---. 

ioo a.x 
(2.4} 

The continuity of Ey on the interface x = 0 ensures 
continuity of H~~). The condition for the conservation of 
the z component of the alternating magnetic field on 
passing through the surface of the metal is 

E'(O) = (q2-(J)2/c2)''•E(O), (2.5) 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect 
to x. The boundary condition (2.5) represents the equal
ity of the surface impedance of the metal 

4~tioo E(O} (2 6) 
Z(oo,q)=~ E'(O) . 

to the impedance of free space 41TiW I c2K. 

The surface impedance of the metal (2.6) is deter
mined by solving Maxwell's equations, which we write 
down for the Fourier component 

.., 

E(k)= 2 ~E(x)cos(kx)dx: (2.7} 

(k2+ q2)8(k) + 2E'(O) =4:tiroc-2j(Tc, q). 

Here j (k, q) is the Fourier component of the y- compon
ent of the current density of the conduction electrons. 
Equation (2. 7) yields an independent relation between 
E'(O) and 

E(O)=~j ~(k)dk. 
:n;o 

(2.8) 

This relation together with (2.5) yields the dispersion 
equation w = w(q) of the surface waves. 

3. CURRENT DENSITY 

To solve Eq. (2.7) it is necessary to know the cur
rent density j(k, q). We obtain first an expression for 
j (k, q) and demonstrate the possibility of the existence 
of surface waves in an idealized model of the metal, 
whose Fermi surface is a circular cylinder with axis 
parallel to the magnetic field H. In other words, we as
sume that the electron dispersion law 

(3.1) 

is independent of Pz· Here E is the energy, p the mo
mentum, and m the effective mass of the electron. In 
this model, the z projection of the electron velocity is 
Vz = 0, and therefore the current density j(k, q) = j(k) 
does not depend on the wave number q. 

It is obvious from physical considerations that inde
pendent contributions to the current density are made 
by the volume (nonresonant) electrons and by the elec
trons colliding with the surface of the metal. Accord
ingly, the current j (k} can be represented in the form of 
a sum of two terms: 

j(k) = jy0 J(k) + j sur (Tc) • (3.2) 

Since the impedance oscillations in weak fields and the 
sought surface waves are the result of quantum transi
tions between discrete states of the conduction elec
trons, the current density, generally speaking, must be 
calculated by quantum theory. However, the quantization 
of the electron states in weak fields is important only 
in the calculation of jsur(k). The current density of the 
volume electrons must be determined by classical 
theory, since the quantum effect in jvol (k} are negligibly 
small in the weak-field region H ~ 1-10 Oe under con
sideration. In this region, the following inequalities are 
satisfied: 

&~vI lv -- iroj~ (6R)'''· (3.3) 

The physical meaning of the right-hand inequality is that 
the characteristic path length (20R) 112 of the electron 
trajectory in the skin layer 0 is large compared with the 
effective mean free path v/lv- iw j. The left-hand in
equality is simply the condition for the anomalous skin 
effect. Here R = v/0. is the cyclotron radius, v the 
Fermi velocity, and v the frequency of the collisions 
between the electron and the scatterers. 

When the inequalities (3.3) are satisfied, it is possi
ble to disregard completely the dependence on the mag
netic field in the expression for jvol (k). In the limiting 
case of the anomalous skin effect we can obtain for the 
current density of the volume electrons the following 
asymptotic formula: 

. 1 k) = _<•>o2 { .:r {lc) _ ..!_ "'J dlc'c'S (Jc') [ 6 . k' _ k) _1_]} 
Jvol, 2nv k 2lt (kk')''• It (. _, + k' + k ' 

0 (3 .4) 

where Wo = (47TNe2/m)112 is the plasma frequency, e the 
absolute value of the charge, and N the electron density. 
The integral term in jv01(k} is due to the presence of a 
metal-vacuum interface. As will be shown below, this 
integral term is offset exactly by the corresponding 
term in the surface current due to the nonresonant 
electrons. 

We now proceed to calculate the surface current den
sity jsur(k}. We confine ourselves henceforth to the 
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quasiclassical approximation, since the exact quantum 
mechanical expressions for the wave functions and the 
matrix elements are quite complicated. Numerical cal
culations performed inr201 show that the quasiclassical 
approximation give good results even for small quantum 
numbers n ~ 4. We derive a quasiclassical formula for 
jsur(k) by quantizing the corresponding classical ex
pression. The latter was found inr2u and in the case of 
specular reflection of the electrons from the metal
vacuum interface it is given by 

i"' 
isur(kJ=;-J dk'Qsur(k,k')0(k'). (3.5) 

0 

For a cylindrical Fermi surface, the kernel of the 
operator Qsur can be represented in the form 

, . mo2R r 1 sinq; ,;'1 ( a.~Q \ __ , 
Qsur(T.-,k)=l--Jf·4'-·-·-·} <•>·----+iv_} 

ll2 0 'I' .:::. '" 
... 

X J d'). cos"- cos(itsi./<p) cos[kR (ros rp- cos i.)] 
0 

... 
X J d[t cos J.l cos(;rsp/<p)cus[k'R(cos cp- cos 11) ]. (3.6) 

The physical meaning of the variable cp is defined by 
the formula cos cp = -X/R, where X is the projection of 
the coordinate of the center of rotation of the electron 
on the x axis. Consequently, cp is the glancing angle of 
the electron at the instant of collision with the surface 
of the metal (Fig. 1). 

In order to change over from the classical descrip
tion to the quantum description, it is necessary to quan
tize the motion of the surface electrons. According to 
the results of[3 1 , the condition for quasiclassical quan
tization consists in the fact that the X coordinate of the 
center of rotation assumes discrete values in accord
ance with the formula 

h~ { 1 + ~ [ ! ( 1 - ~: ) .,, + arcsin ~ ] } = 2 ( n -- {-) , 

n=l.,2,3 .•.. 

Thus, the condition for the quantization of the angle cp is 

2ql- sin (2cp) = 2nhQ(n- 1/4) I B.· (3.7) 

The transition to the quasiclassical expression for the 
surface density of the current consists in replacing the 
integral with respect to cp by a sum with respect to n. 
It is then necessary to replace dcp by 1T'fl0/E[l- cos(2cp)]. 
As a result we get 

/i M 1 2:00 IDo2 
Qqw(k,k')=i-~ . - -l . 

np £...l cp, Sill <pn (f) - ID,, - lV 
'tl=l s=-oo 

Xj•dA,cos 1.cos ( rrs1.)cos[kR(coscp,- cos i,)] s dtt cos [t cos( ltS[~) 
0 qln 0 cpu 

X cos [k'R(cos q:,.- cos f.!)], 

where 'Pn is the solution of (3. 7), 

(3.8) 

<olns= (lln+s- f.,.) /fl=nsQjcp, (3.9) 

is the frequency of the transition between the levels 
n +sand n, 21Tfl is Planck's constant, and p = mv. In the 
quasiclassical approximation the quantum number n is 
assumed to be large compared with Is j. The summation 
over n is from unity toM, which is equal to the integer 

part of the ratio EF/flQ, where EF is the Fermi energy. 
The effective collision frequency v contained in the 
resonant denominators of formula (3.8) is actually the 
sum of the damping decrements of the wave functions in 
the states n + s and n. In the case of strict specular 
reflection of the electrons from the surface, when the 
principal role is played by volume scattering, the damp
ing of the surface states is independent of the magnetic 
field and of the quantum numbers, and v coincides with 
the collision frequency in the volume of the metal. 

In such a derivation of the quasiclassical expression 
for the current density of the surface electrons it is 
tacitly assumed that the total energy of the electrons E 
can be replaced by the Fermi energy EF· The possibil
ity of such a substitution in the case of quantum resonan
ces is actually far from obvious. For example, giant 
quantum oscillations of the absorption of acoustic and 
electromagnetic waves become strongly smeared out 
even at low temperaturesr221 , when the uncertainty of 
the Fermi energy is quite small. Therefore it is neces
sary to obtain an exact criterion for the correctness of 
the substitution of EF for E. The effective smearing of 
the Fermi distribution due to the temperature T and the 
finite quantum energy of the electromagnetic wave flw 
is of the relative order of magnitude .6.EF/EF 
- (T + 1iw)/EF << 1. The resonant-frequency uncer
tainty .6.Wns uncertainty associated with this smearing 
is of the order of w(T + .f!.w)/EF· Consequently, formula 
(3.8) is valid if the indicated resonant-frequency uncer
tainty .6.Wns is small compared with the collision fre
quency v, i.e., 

(3 .10) 

This inequality, just as expression (3.8), was derived 
from exact quantum-mechanical calculations. It is well 
satisfied in the frequency region w .,::; 1011 sec-1 and at 
temperatures T ~ 10°K even at large mean free paths 
l = v/v- 1 em. If the inequality (3.10) is violated, then 
the expression for jsur becomes much more complica
ted. 

It is seen from (3.8) that in the quantum case the 
surface current has a resonant character. The reson
ance occurs at the frequencies Wns· Near resonance, 
as v- 0, it is possible to separate from .the sum (3.8) 
one resonant term. The remaining sum over n and s is 
a continuous function of the frequency end of the mag
netic field, and therefore the sum over n can be re
placed by an integral. Thus, the contribution of the non
resonant electrons to the surface current is described 
by the classical formula (3.6). The asymptotic behavior 
of Qsur in the limit of the anomalous skin effect and 
weak magnetic fields (3.3) can be obtained from (3.6) 
by the stationary-phase method. It turns out that the 
contribution to the current from the stationary point 
cp = 11 cancels exactly the integral term in the volume
electron current (3.4). On the other hand, the contribu
tion of the point cp = 0 is negligibly small compared with 
the volume current by virtue of the first inequality of 
(3.3). 

Resonance in weak magnetic fields is ensured by 
glancing electrons with small values of the glancing 
angle 

'Pn = [ 3n1i.Q ( n _ ..!..) ] ''• , 
mv2 4 (3 .11) 
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for which n « EF/M2. Expression (3.11) follows 
directly from formula (3.7) at small cp. The resonant 
term in ~U' due to the glancing electrons, takes the 
form 

where 

. . h o>o2 k' Q(k,k')=t-----. t .... (kH,,.,( ), 
np w-uJ,.,-1-tv 

I 

lj1,.,(k)= J d:rco~(nf.r)cos[kp,.(1- .r2 )] 

0 

(3 .12) 

(3 .13) 

is the limiting quasiclassical expression for the matrix 
element of the plane wave between the wave functions of 
the surface states with numbers n + s and n. The length 

(3 .14) 

is the height of the segment made up of the arc of the 
n-th quantized orbit and the surface of the metal (Fig. 1). 

The quanticlassical formulas (3.9), (3.12), and (3.13) 
are valid when n » Is 1. If they are applied to transi
tions with small n ~ Is I, then a noticeable error will re
sult. To refine these expressions for small quantum 
numbers it is necessary to use for the transition fre
quency Wns and for the functions 1/Jns(k) formulas that 
are not expanded in powers of s/n. In this case 

<•'n• = (3rrQ I 2) (nw2 I 3rrnQ) '.''( (n + s- 1/ 4)'''- (n- 1/4) '1•], 

and cos (1rsx) in the integrand of (3.13) is replaced by 

( hw,., ) -'/• ( hw,, ) -'1• [ ( 1 ) 11 ] 2 1 + - 2-- 1 + - 2-.- x-2 cos ;r n ·- -4 x3 - -4 (f1, Cp q::n ep 

( ( 1 ) ., ( hw,., ) •r, 11 ] 
·COS 1t n.-- Xv 1-f--2-, -x-2 -- • 

4 !pn £F 4 
Summing the foregoing, the final expression for the 

Fourier component of the current density j(k) can be 
represented in the form of two independent terms: 

• roo2l!l ( k) . /i(!)o2 '¢ns ( k) 00 

J(k)= + 1-- Jdk'g(k')"rns(k'). (3.15) 
2:rrkv :rr2p <il- Wns + iv 0 

The first (classical) term in (3.15) is the Fourier com
ponent of the current density of an unbounded metal and 
is due to the volume electrons which form a skin layer 
near the surface. The second (quantum) component des
cribes the resonant part of the current of the glancing 
electrons. The relative magnitude of these two terms 
near resonance is determined by the parameter 1'lk2/mv, 
which is the ratio of the energy of an electron momen
tum hk to the collision width of the electron levels 11v. 
If we assume that k is of the order of the reciprocal 
skin-layer thickness 6-1 , then the resonant value of the 
surface current is much larger than the screening cur
rent of the volume electrons under the condition 

ft/mb'v~J. (3.16) 

When this inequality is satisfied, however, it is impos
sible to neglect the first term in (3.15) because the 
resonant part of the surface current does not lead to a 
skin effect, i.e., to a screening of the metal against the 
external wave. As will be shown below, inequality (3.16) 
is the necessary condition for the existence of surface 
waves. 

4. SURFACE IMPEDANCE AND DISPERSION EQUATION 

To obtain the dispersion equation of the surface 
waves it is necessary to solve Maxwell's equation (2.7), 

in which the current density is given by formula (3.15). 
We introduce the notation 

In this notation, Eq. (2.7) takes the form 

2 [ m J F(k)=o- , . . 1-i-J~ , \llns(k)tl>,, .(4.2) 
k 2 -j- rr ·-· <(O"k)-l co- IOns-/- IV 

This relation is an integral equation with respect to 
F(k) with a degenerate kernel. The unknown constant 
<~>ns is expressed in terms of F(k) by 

Ql,.,=~] dh'F(k')"fns(k'). 
1to 

(4.3) 

We substitute in (4.3) the value of F(k) from (4.2) and 
solve the resultant linear equation with respect to <~>ns· 
As a result we get 

(!) ~ (r1ns +- iv 
(}1,,=-a,,(q) . (4.4) 

w(1+Bp,,(q)] -w,,+tv 

Here 

2 ""s dk~·,,(k) 2 oos clk¢,,2(k) 
a,,.(q)=- -'-':c.,--.,- ~ (q)--

n 0 k2 +q'-i(63k)- 1 ' "' - rr 0 k2-i-q2-i(b3k)- 1 • 

(4.5) 
Formula (4.4) makes it possible to break down the 

Fourier component of the electric field in the form 

IC(k __ 2E'(O) {i- Bwa,.,(q)IJ:,,(/c) }· 
·)- k'+q2-i(o3k)- 1 w[i-1-B~,,(q)]-<ilns-l-iv 

(4.6) 
From this we readily obtain the surface impedance 
z (w, q) of the metal. We present for it an explicit ex
pression at q = 0: 

, . 4rrw2a,.,2 (0) c-2B 
Z (w, 0)= Zo -+- l w[i+ lJf,,,(O)) _ Wns + i\:' (4. 7) 

where 
Zo = 16n~tJ e-i•/3 ( 4.8) 

31'3c2 

is the impedance of the metal in the absence of a mag
netic field in the case of specular reflection of the elec
trons from the surface. The surface impedance Z(w, 0) 
determines the absorption and the phase shift (the shift 
of the frequency of the resonant circuit) at normal inci
dence of the external electromagnetic wave on the metal. 

Formula (4.7) differs from the analogous expression 
obtained for the impedance by Prange and Neer23 J by a 
variational method. In their formulas there is no shift 
and additional damping of the resonance lines due to the 
complex term B 13ns(O) in the resonance denominators 
of (4.7). Indeed, these authors assume that the reson
ance terms in the current density are small compared 
with the nonresonant current of the volume electrons. 
In other words, they consider a limiting case opposite 
to (3.16). In this case Eq. (4.2) must be solved with the 
aid of successive approximations, putting in the zeroth 
approximation <~>ns = -<l'ns(O). Formula (4.7) obtained 
by us in general and is valid for any value of the param
eter B j3 ns (0). It is seen from this formula that the 
resonance in the surface impedance, generally speaking, 
is shifted towards lower frequencies (stronger fields) 
relative to the transition frequency Wns· The relative 
frequency shift (wns- Wresllwres is equal to 
B Re 13ns(O). Besides the resonance shift, there is also 
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an additional line broadening, the relative magnitude of 
which is determined by B Im f3ns(O). The change in the 
position and the additional damping of the resonance 
are due to the change of the amplitude and phase of the 
electromagnetic field on the trajectories of the glancing 
electrons. 

We shall not analyze here in detail the form of the 
r~sonance curve, and present only asymptotic expres
Slons for ll'ns(O) and f3ns(O) as functions of the relation 
between 15 and Pn· If the resonant trajectories lie en
tirely inside the skin layer, i.e., 

(4.9) 
then we have 

a,,(0)=(-1)• 2pn '~ns(O)=~+i 8[1-6/(ns)2)2p,4 ln(P6n). 
(ns) 2 2(ns) 2 :rt(ns)463 

(4.10) 

In the opposite limiting case, when only the ends of the 
resonant orbits lie inside the skin layer, 

Pn>6, (4.11) 
we get 

nisi 63 :rt 62 
Uns(O)=i(-1)•----, ~ns(O)=--=-ei~/3. (4.12) 

4 Pn2 6y3 Pn 

It follows from these asymptotic formulas that the mini
mal values of lans I and I {3 ns I are reached at 
15 ~ 2pn/1r Is I and coincide in order of magnitude with 
the thickness of the skin layer 15. The presence of a 
maximum of lans(O) I as a function of the ratio 
2pn/1T Is 115 explains the experimental fact that resonances 
in the surface impedance can be resolved well only in a 
relatively small interval of weak fields, where the depth 
of the resonant trajectories is comparable with the 
thickness of the skin layer. 

Summarizing the foregoing discussion of the singu
larities of the resonance in the surface impedance 
Z(w, 0), we can draw the following conclusion. If the 
free path length is large enough and the inequality (3.15) 
is satisfied, then the resonances will be shifted some
what relative to Wns• and additional collisionless line 
broadening appears. 

We now proceed to derive the dispersion equation of 
the surface waves. As will be shown subsequently, the 
spectrum of the surface waves is localized near the 
resonant frequencies Wns· Therefore the frequency w 
can be replaced by Wns everywhere except in the reson
ant denominator. 

Using (4.2), we obtain from the boundary condition 
(2.5) the following dispersion equation for the surface 
waves in the metal: 

( q2-~ }-'/•= Bro,,anl(q) 
c2 ro-ron,[1-B~n,(q)]+iv -f(q), (4.13) 

where 
(4.14) 

Equation (4.13) is an implicit definition of the function 
w = w(q). In order to obtain the explicit dependence of 
the frequency of the surface electromagnetic wave on the 
wave number q, let us consider several limiting cases. 

1. We first investigate the dispersion properties of 
long-wave oscillations, when the wavelength is large 
compared with the thickness of the skin layer 15 and is 
smaller than the wavelength in vacuum, i.e., 

ro/c.;;::;,q~1/6. (4.15) 

It is obvious that in this case the surface wave attenuates 
in the interior of the metal at a distance on the order 
of 15. The functions f(q), ans(q), and {3 ns(q) can be re
garded as independent of q by virtue of (4.15) and 
k ~ 1(15. Inasmuch as in this case If I .... 15, the second 
term m (4.13) can be neglected compared with 1/q. It 
~s then easy to write down the spectrum and the damp
mg of the surface wave in the form 

ro = ro,.,[1- B~.,,(O) + Bu, .. '(O) (q2 - ronN c2) '!:]- iv. (4.16) 

The spectrum begins with q = wns/c, and the group 
velocity at this point becomes infinite. From (4.10) and 
(4.~2) it follows that the imaginary part of f3ns(O), 
wh1ch determines the collisionless damping of the sur
face waves, is small compared with the real part only 
in the limiting case (4.9), when Pn'« 15. The oscillation 
dispersion law in this case is 

ro(q)=rons[1-2 ~~l2 +(~ 4 pn2q], q>ro,,jc. (4.17) 

It should be noted that formula (4.17) is valid in order 
of magnitude also under the less stringent condition p 
:::; TTisl15/2. If it is assumed here that q:::; 1/15, then then 
dispersion of the natural frequency exceeds its damping. 
In the opposite limiting case, when Pn > 11, the disper
sion of the frequency turns out to be smaller than the 
collisionless damping due to 1m .Bns(o)' (see (4.12)), and 
therefore the concept of surface waves become mean
ingless. 

2. Let us consider now the intermediate region of 
wave numbers 

(4.18) 

Owing to the condition ql5 » 1, the surface wave is 
localized at distances on the order of the wavelength 
1/q from the surface of the metal (E(x) .... e-qx). The 
functions f(q), ans(q), and .Bns(q) do not depend on 15 and 
are, in the main, real quantities, k .... q, with f(q) = 1/q 
and ans(q) and .Bns(q) are given by formulas 

2pn Pn 
Uns(q)=(-1)' (:rts) 2 • ~ns(q)= 2(ns)2 · 

(4.19) 

The spectrum of the surface wave in this case 

( [ Bpn 2B ] ro q)=ro,, 1---+--Pn2q 
' 2(ns) 2 (ns)4 

(4.20) 

differs from (4.17) in that the coefficient of the disper
sion of the natural frequency turns out to be smaller by 
a factor of 2. 

3. In the region of extremely short waves, when 

1/6,1/p.<iiiJ.q, (4.21) 

the law of dispersion of the surface oscillations deviates 
from linearity because of the dependence of the function 
f3ns on q. In this case 

an,(q) = (--1)' /2p.q2, 

~,,(q) = [l/2 +p.qln (p,.q)] /4q(pnq)2. 
(4.22) 

The dependence of the natural frequency on the wave 
number is given by 

( )- [i _ Bln(PniJ)] ro q -ron• ----. 4p.q2 (4.23) 
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1/p, , 
FIG. 2 

In this region of wave numbers, as q- eo, the natural 
frequency of the surface waves tends to the limiting 
value Wns· 

Figure 2 shows schematically the dependence of the 
frequency on the wave number q. Near the boundaries of 
the different regions, the spectrum is shown dashed; it 
is difficult here to obtain a simple analytic expression 
for the spectrum, and numerical calculations are needed. 
Because of the condition Pn < 6, it can be stated that the 
dispersion of the natural frequency exceeds the damping 
·on the boundaries of the intervals. Such surface oscilla
tions exist, generally speaking, in the vicinity of each 
transition frequency Wns· As ~een from (4.17) and (4.23), 
the spectrum is located in an interval of width 
B wnsRe .Bns(O) below the frequency Wns· The width of 
this interval relative to the resonant frequency Wns is 
equal to B Re .Bns(O) = flpJ2(1Ts) 2mwns6 3 • The maxi
mum value of this quantity is reached at Pn ~ 1T Js !6 /2 
and is of the order of1i/41T!s!mw6 2 • An estimate of this 
quantity at s ~ 1, w ~ 1011 sec-\ 6 ~ w-s em, and 
m ~ 0.1m0 yields 0.01-0.01. It is obvious that one can 
speak of the spectrum of surface oscillations only in the 
case when the width is larger than the damping. Under 
real conditions the principal role is played apparently by 
collision damping JJ, Therefore the relative width 
B Re .Bns(O) should certainly be larger than JJ/Wns• 
corresponding to the inequality (3.16). On the basis of 
the foregoing numerical estimate of the width of the 
spectrum, w/JJ should exceed 102 • In other words, the 
surface waves can exist only in very pure metals with 
mirror-polish surfaces in which the mean free path is 
l ~ 3-10 mm; they can exist in the millimeter wave
length band. 

5. INFLUENCE OF THE FORM OF THE FERMI SUR
FACE 

We have considered so far an idealized model of a 
metal with a cylindrical Fermi surface. An essential 
feature of this model is the fact that the transition fre
quencies Wns do not depend on pz. Resonant absorption 
by magnetic surface levels exists also in the case of 
noncylindrical Fermi surfaces, for example in copper[aJ. 
In this case the frequency of the transitions is a func
tion of Pz• as a result of which the character of the 
resonant singularity and the shape of the resonance 
curves change. Accordingly, a change should also occur 
in the spectrum of the surface waves. In this section 
we investigate the influence of the shape of the Fermi 
surface on the properties of the surface oscillations. 

We start with the case of a Fermi sphere (alkali 
metal). The first term in expression (3.15) with a cur
rent density j (k, q) has the same form as in an unboun-

ded metal in the absence of a magnetic field 
3ooo28(k) (5 1) 

io(k, q)= 161J(k2 + q2) '" . • 

For lack of space we shall not present here the straight
forward but rather cumbersome quantum-mechanical 
calculations of the resonant term in the glancing-elec
tron current, and write down immediately the result 

, ('' )-, 3/i JndA , 2.n OOo2¢ns(kSill-'J.t}) 1 res "• q - 1-- u· Sill v -:-,-___:...:...:::::,.:-_ ___,_:__ __ 
4n2p 0 oo -qlJcostt-oons(tt)+iv .. 
X J dk'8(k')1Pns(k' sin-'lat}). (5.2) 

0 

Here J is the polar angle in p- space with polar axis 
parallel to the magnetic field (vz = v cos J), 

OOns(t})=OOnsSin'/•t}, oo•=oo-1iq2 /2m. (5.3) 

The frequency Wns and the function 1/ins(x) are deter
mined by the previous formulas (3.9) and (3.13). All the 
remaining symbols have the same meaning as before. 
Expression (5.2) differs from the corresponding term 
in (3.15) for a cylindrical Fermi surface in the presence 
of a Doppler frequency shift qv cos J and of a recoil fre
quency fl.q2/2m, and also in the dependence of the transi
tion frequency and of the glancing angle f/Jn on the polar 
angle J, over which the averaging is now carried out. 
Formula (5.2) can be obtained from the classical ex
pression by using the correspondence principle and the 
same reasoning as used in Sec. 3 in the derivation of 
(3.15). 

Since the transition frequency Wns(J) is not constant, 
the resonance becomes smeared out even at q = 0, when 
there is no Doppler frequency shift and w * = w. We shall 
show now that, nevertheless, the presence of a root 
singularity in jres does not yield a solution of the dis
persion equation for the surface wave, i.e., in the case 
of a spherical Fermi surface there is no surface wave. 
We obtain the proof in the limit as JJ - 0. The main 
contribution to the integral with respect to J is made by 
the small vicinity of J = 1T/2. Let us expand Wns(J) in 
powers of (J - 1T/2) up to the quadratic terms inclusive, 
let us replace sin J in all the remaining expressions by 
unity, and let us extend the integration from -oo to +oo. 
Then jres can be represented in the form 

ires(k,q)=i 3j31iooo2 1jlns(k)J.,. dk'8(k')'Pns(k')I. (5.4) 
4ltpoona 0 

The quantity I describes the resonant singularity and is 
equal to 

l= f_J ( ~-~t+ oo·-oons +iyr dt, (5.5) 
n"}'3 _.,. 3 OOns (J) n• 

where t = 1T/2- J, y = JJ/Wns- +0. Direct calculation 
of this integral yields 

(5.6) 
where 

~ '...!1!!... )2 
4 OOn• ' 

O(x) = 1 at x > 0 and O(x) = 0 at x < 0. Solving Maxwell's 
equation (2.7) with the current density (5.1) and (5.4), 
we obtain the dispersion equation (4.13), in which the 
resonance denominator is proportional to the quantity 

[-I(L\) /'(3 + B f.ns(q). (5.7) 
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The possible occurrence of surface electromagnetic 
waves in the case of a cylindrical Fermi surface was 
due to the fact that the resonance denominator in (4.13) 
could vanish. At positive values of B Re .Bns(q), the fre
quency difference w - wns was negative. On the other 
hand, in the case of a Fermi sphere, the real part of I 
is always positive. Therefore the resonance denomina
tor cannot vanish and the dispersion equation has no 
solutions. 

It must be emphasized that the absence of solutions 
of the dispersion equation of the surface waves is con
nected with the fact that the extremal resonant frequency 
has a local maximum in Pz· On this basis we can draw 
the conclusion that in the case of an arbitrary electron 
dispersion law there are likewise no surface electro
magnetic waves near the local maxima of the transition 
frequencies Wns(pz)· 

We proceed now to the case of a Fermi surface of 
arbitrary shape. We need asymptotic formulas for the 
screening current j 0 (k, q) and the resonant quantum 
term hes(k, q). In the absence of a magnetic field, 
jo(k, q) at an arbitrary electron dispersion law is given 
by the well known formula 

2ne2 J ( q ) ~(k) io(k,q)= (2nfi)3 dp,d't'jm.lvu2lJ v,+ku, -k-· -. (5.8) 
t:=&p 

Here me is the cyclotron mass, and T is the dimension
less time (phase) of motion of the electron on the orbit 
Pz = const on the Fermi surface in p- space. A natural 
generalization of formula (5.2) to include the case of an 
arbitrary dispersion law makes it possible to represent 
jres in the form 

8Jie2 . 
j,.,(k,q)=i---J lvvidp,[w"- qv,- wn,(P,)+ iv)-1 

(2nfi) 3 .. 
X li'ns(k,p,) J dk'~(k')..Pns(k',p,). 

0 

(5.9) 

In this expression the integration with respect to Pz is 
along the line vx = 0 on the Fermi surface. The distance 
between levels 'hwns(Pz) is determined with the aid of 
the condition of quasiclassical quantization 

fieH ( 1) S(e,p,,X)=2n-c- n-4 · (5.10) 

The quantity S(E, Pz• X) is an area bounded by the 
curve E:(p) = E, Pz = const, and the straight line 
X= -cpy/eH = const in momentum space. From (5.10) 
we can fmd E:n(Pz• X) and consequently E:n+s(Pz• X) 
- En(Pz• X). Substituting into this difference Xn(E, Pz) 
at E: = EF for glancing electrons, we obtain the differ
ence fiwns(Pz)· Here w* = w -1lq2/2m 11 , vz = aE:n/apz, 
1/m 11 = a 2En/ap~, and the derivatives with respect top 
are taken at constant X= Xn(E:F, Pzl· The function 
1/lns(k, Pz) in (5.9) is given by formula (3.13), in which 
Pn is a function of Pz· It should be noted that in the 
resonant factor in (5.9) the expansion is in powers of the 
wave number q. Separation of an individual resonant 
term is possible only when the characteristic quantity 
is small compared with the resonant frequency Wns :::::: w, 
i.e., 

q~ w/v. (5.11) 

When this condition is satisfied, the wave number q is 

certainly small compared with k ~ 1/l'i . Consequently, 
the quantity q can be neglected everywhere with excep
tion of the resonant factor in (5.9). 

Let us ascertain the possibility of the existence of 
surface waves in the vicinity of the local minimum of 
the transition frequency Wns(pz)· We integrate in (5.9) 
in the limit as v - 0. A simple calculation yields the 
result 

where 

fres(k,q)=i 2q2 -E'(O)l(~)B.Pns(k)<l>n8, 
1t(l) (5.12) 

B = 2e21 V~ I ( 2rons ) 'I• 
(fic)2 w"ns ' 

~= w• -ron,+ q2 
<Gns 2m2116lns11rons' 

<l>ns and 1/Jns(k) are determined by formulas (4.3) and 
(3.13), respectively. The values of the quantities Ivy I, 
Wns• mu, Pn, and w~s = d2 Wns/dp~ are taken on the 
section p~ = p~, where the frequency Wns has a minimum 
(w~s > 0). The resonant factor is of the form 

I(M = -1~1-'1•[0(-n) +ill(il)]. (5.13) 

Unlike the spherical Fermi surface, for which the real 
part of the resonant factor (5.6) was positive, in the 
present case ReI (A) is negative. Surface electromag
netic waves can therefore exist in this case in principle. 

The dispersion equation for the spectrum of the sur
face oscillations can be readily obtained by the same 
method as in Sec. 4. As a result we get 

( 612 ) -'!• Ba 2(0) 
2 _ _ + "(O\ _ ~n::.• --:::-''-:c:--

q c2 ! ,- J-l(~)+B~ns(O) · (5.14) 

The quantities f, O!ns• and .Bns were introduced in the 
preceding section and differ in the present case from 
(4.5) and (4.14) in the definition of the depth of penetra
tion 

(5.15) 

The solution of the dispersion equation (5.14) exists 
only at q > w/c and at negative values of A. Neglecting 
the quantity f(O) compared with 1/q, we obtain 

61{q)=61ns[1-B2 {~ns{O)--an,2(0)q) 2 - 2 2 q2 
,] (5.16) 

mu VlnsWns 

In this expression the principal term is the last term 
in the square brackets, which determines the dispersion 
of the surface oscillations. Unlike the case of a cylin
drical Fermi surface, the dispersion of the surface 
waves at small q is quadratic and has an anomalous 
character, i.e., the signs of the group and phase veloci
ties are opposite. This dispersion has a real meaning 
only in the case when it is larger than the collision 
damping v. In other words, it is necessary to satisfy 
the inequality q2/2m~1 w~s » v. 

It is interesting to note that in this case the surface
wave spectrum 

(5.17) 

does not contain collective characteristics of the metal 
and is determined only by the properties of the resonant 
electrons on the Fermi surface. This suggests that the 
considered oscillations are natural surface electron 
waves of the type of surface zero sound in the Fermi 
gas of the conduction electrons of the metal. One can 
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expect these surface electron oscillations to become 
manifest also in the spectrum of surface acoustic 
(Rayleigh) waves. 
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